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Abstract 

Tllis paper investigates the prospect of dividing linguistic knowledge 

into modules, which could be used, a few at a time, in understanding a se

quence of natur31 language utterances. This approach leads to the need to 

keep track of the modules which are currently relevant at successive parts of 

a sequence of natural language utterances. Factors in determining the 

current context set include recent context history, themes announced explicit

ly at the start of a natural language passage, knowledge associated with 

words in the current clause or phrase, or in nearby clauses or phrases, and a 

bias towards semantic continuity. Benefits include a reduction in the prob

lem of word-sense ambiguity. 



1. Introduction 

By linguistic knowledge, we mean knowledge which is important for under

.standing natural language. Clearly this is a matter of degree. Synta.x is normally 

of g;f(,:lt import.ance in understanding a natural language pa..o;sage. Verbs often have 

.strong preferences about the types of the objects which play roles in the action 

whirh the verb describe: these preferences would rate as (semantic) linguistic 

knowledge. Knowledge about how the human ear converts audio signals into 

nE'lirai impulses ","Quid be important only for understanding very specialized natural 

Innguage passages on that topic, and so would not be linguistic knowledge in the 

.5l'nse in whi('h we are using the term (except in that special case). Section two of 

this p:lper describes experimental evidence which led to the hypothesis that much of 

linguistic knowlcdg~ is best organized into coherent modules and that this is because 

of the need to maintain a context in which to understand natural language passages. 

Section three considers issues of representation and organization of linguistic 

knowledge, with this modularization and the need to monitor context as an objec

ti\·e. Section four of the paper discusses and describes components in a contc.-xt 

tracking algorithm. 

2. Modularity in Human Semantic Knowledge. 

'Ve begin this section by describing an experiment performed by the author 

and discussing the conclusions which might be drawn from it. Subsequent sections 

describe other relevant experimental work, and relevant work within Artificial Intel

ligence. 

2.1. The 'nock' experiment. 

This experiment was performed by the author on a group of 48 final-year 

undergraduate Australian computer science students. The subjectq were presented 

wit.h a list of character strings (in a column): 
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bit nock suIt 

freeze sill table 

mouse sia xrqj 

ranging from those like 'xrqj' which were obviously nonsense, through ones like 

'suit', which have the sound pattern typical of English words, to ones like 'mouse', 

which really are words in the English language. The were then asked to mark those 

that they believed were genuine English words, (and give definitions or examples of 

their use), and those that were not. 43 out of the 48 subjects did not recognize 

'nock' as a word. They were then given the cue words 'archery' and 'arrow', and 

asked if this changed th~ir views on any of the strings. 12 out of the 43 now recog

nized 'nock" and none 'recognized' any non-word. Some of the 12 could not give a 

formal definition for 'nock', but said it fitted into phrases such as 'nock an arrow'. 

Only one subject mentioned the use of 'nock' as a noun. 

It is interesting that, although they had been strongly encouraged to give 

definitions rather than e.'{amples if they could do so, many of the subjects gave 

examples as responses to quite simple words like 'mouse'. 

Inferences 

It seems that marginally understood words are not always accessible directly to 

human memory, without a suitable surrounding context, or at least not when there 

is a question as to whether the string of letters in question is a proper word. When 

that context is supplied, the word becomes recognized and so understood, at least as 

part of a phrase used in that context. Of course, many other words are recognized 

out of context, (although it is not clear that all of these are fully understood out of 

context). The evidence from the example of this marginal word is that a frame of 

reference may be important for understanding. 
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Furthermore, most readers will agree on introspection that non-sequiturs take 

k'ugef to understand than utterances continuous in theme with past utterances. 

This all suggests that humans group words and knowledge together into relati .... ely 

small modules, and that access to meanings, Of to part of the meanings, may be by 

wny of an appropriate module. If at anyone time only certain modules are active, 

that is. in the forefront of consciousness, then it is reasonable to further assume that 

mt"'~mings relating to those modules will be assumed to apply to any utterance heard. 

This would help to explain why humans have so little difficulty (most of the time) in 

disambiguating words in utterances. 

2.2. Other Evidence for Modularity 

This interpretation also ties in neatly with the well-known experiment of 

Bransford and Johnson (1972), (reported in Bourne, Dominowski, and Loftus, 1979). 

In this experiment, two groups of subjects were tested for comprehension of a turgid 

prose passage which makes only implicit reference to the concepts it is manipulating . 

. -\ sample of the text used is shown below: 

First you arrange things into different groups. Of course, one pile may be 

sufficient depending on how much there is to do. If you have to go somewhere 

else due to lack of facilities that is the next step, ... it is better to do too few 

things at once than too many .... 

One group were told that the passage was about washing clothes, and they under

stood and remembered it wellj the other group were told nothing and could under

stand or remember little. In this experiment, the text gives relationships between 

unspecified objects, which can only be assigned to slots in a frame when a particular 

context is given. 

Further evidence from psychology includes the experiments and conclusions of 

Freedman and Loftus (lg71) (reported in Bourne, Dominowski and Loftus, H179) in 

which it was observed that mean response time to questions like Blhat is the name 
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of a fruit thal is yellow? is less than tbat for questions like l4'hal is the name of a 

yellow fruit? The explanation) in terms oC knowledge modules, would be that yellow 

does not determine a module, whereas fruit does. This means that the search for the 

fruit that i8 yellow begins when the question is complete, while the search (or the 

yellow /nlit begins after the question is complete and the fruit module has been 

accessed. With fruit that is yellow, this access can be overlapped with processing the 

rest of the sentence. 

Collins and Quillian (1970), Loftus (1973), and Loftus and Loftus (1974), (again 

reported in Bourne, Dominowski, and Loftus, 1979) showed that, for humans, a 

piece of information is easier to produce if they have recently produced a. related 

piece. Subjects first asked to name one member of a category, and soon thereafter a 

different member of the same category, respond more rapidly the second time. A 

refinement of this work, due to Swinney (1979), is mentioned later in this section, in 

connection with a discussion of some work of Cbarniak (1983). 

2.3. Related Work Within Artificial Intelligence 

Related work within mainstream Artificial Intelligence research is to be found 

in Walker (1978, Sections 3 and 4) and related papers, which describe (among other 

things) ideas of Grosz and Hendrix on (ocus spaces and partitioning of semantic 

nets. Clearly there is some conunonality of theme between the notion of partition

ing semantic networks and modularizing linguistic knowledge. The distinction 

between that work and this is as follows. Firstly, Grosz's concept o( focus usually 

relates to an object or small group o( objects in a semantic network, whereas a 

module is intended to refer to a natural grouping of all available linguistic 

knowledge about some topic. Secondly, Hendrix seems to impose his partitioning on 

an overall semantic net in order, (or example, to limit or group information relevant 

t.o the current problem or sub-problem, or to provide a represent.ation of t.he mean

ing of the text or utterance currently being processed, whereas each module is 

intended to be sufficient by itself - a largely independent and modular body of 
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knowledge, On·rlaps and interfaces are inevitable, but that module names give 

f3piJ access to part.icular parts of the overall body of knowledge. We shall (later) 

define domain focus, a term intended to convey both the relationship and the dis

tinction between this work and that of Grosz and Hendrix. 

Wilks concept of a lhesaurtuJ (Wilks, 1978) is similar to some aspects of our 

chost'll representation of semantic linguistic knowledge. His preferences eITectively 

perform, among other things, a role similar to a local form of domain (ocus, in that 

they would allow word sense disambiguation in favor of the preferences of nearby 

...... ords. 

The ,vork of Charniak (1978 and 1981) is relevant to the knowledge representa

tion st.rategy used in this paper, in that he uses stored knowledge templates for 

words or concepts to'reduce semantic processing and reasoning. 

Charniak (HJ83) has also considered contextual influence in language 

comprehension, with an (un-modularized) semantic net as his model for real-world 

knowledge. He argues against systems in which the possible word meanings con

sidered are constrained by context, relating his objections to experimental work of 

Swinney (1979). The theory presented in this paper of Charniak proceeds to con

strain possible word meanings in a way which is weak enough to escape the prob

lem<J. posed by Swinney's work. Some details will be presented in a later section, 

when some definitions have been made. It may be that Charniak's method is for

mally equivalent in algorithmic terms to the ideas presented in this paperj the 

emphasis in this paper is primarily on the management and representation of 

linguistic knowledge, though of course we give an account of an algorithm for 

exploiting this representation. 

Word expert parsing, as espoused by Small (lggn for example, is one way of 

organizing the large amount of knowledge needed for natural language understand

ing. For each word, there is a small expert system which contribute.,; information 

about how that word should interact with neighboring words, and from the 
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combined efforts of the different experts, an overall meaning for a natural language 

fragment is arrived at. This concept seems useful as a technique to be used in paral

lel with domain focus: in itself it seems not to use the constraints provided by the 

discreteness of context in a natural way; domain focus provides some of what is 

needed or useful here. One of the tasks of a word-expert is word-sense disambi

guation, a problem which could be reduced by having sub-experts for the same 

word in particular modules. There is no natural reason to store the information 

about, say, port = a type a wine, with that about port = a transport terminal. 

Nor is it necessary to have the word expert for port able to distinguish', by itself, 

between the possible word-senses for port, if the theme of the passage (wine-tasting, 

perhaps) has already been deduced in another manner. 

However, we agree ,with Small (1981) that humans extract meaning, at least 

partly, by knowing ··how the particular words interact with each other.·· . Wilks 

(1078) is saying something similar. We will use such knowledge to enrich our 'c'an

text tracking algorithm so that it will use word interactions to decide between possi

ble candidates for modules. 

3. Linguistic Knowledge and Modularization 

Two related problems in natural language understanding are'the classification 

of linguistic knowledge, and the task of representing the different types of 

knowledge emerging from such a classification. The term linguistic knowledge is 

intended to cover both knowledge which is obviously linguistic, including syntactic 

categories like noun group and verb, and perhaps definitions of words, and also 

knowledge which is, arguably, independent of language, including rules like X eats 

-. X is less hungry, which do not define eat or hungry, but specify a relationship 

between them. \Ve shall list some of these varieties of linguistic knowledge, and to 

comment on t.he representation of the different sorts of knowledge. The criteria to 

be used in the classification will include the following. Is the knowledge syntactic or 

semantic? How will the knowledge will be used? What are natural ways of 
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representing this knowledge? Does the knowledge relate to single words or to various 

larger groupings of words? 

3.1. Classification of Linguistic Knowledge 

Syntactic knowledge is well enough understood that, for the purposes of this 

paper. the following brief comments are adequate. The kind of syntactic 

knowledge which should be stored about a word corresponds closely to the word's 

syntactic <'lass: noun, verb, adjective or whatever it is. Syntactic fragmentation of 

sentences into noun groups, verb groups and prepositional groups Croms a basis for 

refinements to the concept of context tracking. These refinements will be discussed 

after the context tracking algorithm is described, in section four of this paper. A 

facet of syntax which is relevant to modularization of linguistic knowledge relates to 

parts of speech. Thus it is convenient to note here that a given word may suit 

several parts of speech, either because of ambiguity (fly as in insect or as in flap 

wings), or because of multiple uses for a word with a single meaning (as with a 

meeting room, went to a council meeting, and we are meeting tOnf·ght.) 

Semantic linguistic knowledge is oriented towards properties of words, or 

rather, of the concepts which the words stand for. Categories of semantic linguistic 

knowledge include: 

* Definitions: of words not regardeJ as primitive terms. As pointed out by 

Bobrow and Winograd (1977), there may be more than one view of the concept 

underlying a word. The example they use is the word kiss, which may be 

viewed as a physiological event, or as a social event. On top of this, there will 

also be many words which have more than one meaning, and hence more than 

one definition. Definitions are regarded here as one way of relating words to 

other words. It is not intended that all imprimitive words should be reduced to 

primitive words by a network of definitions as a matter of principle: compare 

the remarks of Bobrow and Winograd, (1977). Rather, a set of words might 
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be chosen as basic for a particular module of interest, and semantic representa

t.ions of utterances would be in terms of these basic words. The basic words 

might well be decomposable from some other point of view, much as, in physi

cal science, atoms are indecomposable from the point of view of molecular phy

sics, but decomposable from the point of view of sub-atomic physics. Thus a 

word might be decomposed in one module, and basic in another, 

Operations: associated with a particular word, such as the activities a noun can 

participate in. Thus child wold participate in play and Jearn, and would 

inherit the attributes of person, such as eat (though not those of mammal, such 

as gives-milk). 

Root Forms of Words: and the relationship to the root form. For example, 

the root form of buyer is buy, and the relationship is that a buyer is (agent of 

buys). 

Categories to which the word belongs: as green belongs to color, and cat 

belongs to mammal. 

Substructure: the components of a noun (for example the legs of a table) or the 

subprocesses of verb which represents an activity (for example: move food to 

mouth; masticate food; swallow food - as subproce5Scs of eat.) 

Related and Opposed Concepts: as war is related to battle and opposed to 

peace. 

Attributes of a Word. What attributes does the object or activity represented 

by a word have? What are typical values of those attributes? For example, 

for house, an attribute would be size, and the value might be large, or 18 

squares. 

History or Origins: for concepts represented by some words, notably proper 

nouns. 
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E.rpeded Future Et'ents or States. The word pregnant carries with it the 

l'xpect-ation will give birth, for example. 

Rules: for manipulating the object, state, or activity underlying the word. For 

{'xample, a rule for the word letter in a. module such as 'communication' would 

be: 

IF sealed AND stamped -+ post. 

Relationships: which the word may participate in (other than ones listed 

above). For example, Person owns Pet. 

EfJecls on the meaning of dependent or nearby words: For each verb, for 

example, there will be knowledge of surface-to-semant.ic translations for prepo

sitions in associated prepositional groups. 

Domains to which the word is relevant. This information may not be a simple 

list: it may in some cases be a list oC rules helping to specify when certain 

modules are relevant. 

The purpose of introducing relations and activities in which words participate 

is to make available a few key concepts needed for dealing with this word. For 

nouns, in particular, it may be compared to defining the fundamental operations on 

a newly invented data type. It is not intended to clutter up the system with the 

totality of human knowledge. 

Some of these knowledge categories need no further comment in relation to 

particular parts of speech. Examples and descriptions of the rest are given in later 

sub-sections. 

There is no guarantee that there are not other important categories of semantic 

linguistic knowledge. The point of the list, then, is that there are many and 

diverse types of knowledge, and that schemes to find a single underlying representa

tion for all types may be counter-productive. Languages like PROLOG lean towards 

t.he idea that most knowledge can be represented in terms of relational assertions 

and rules, but while the generality of this scheme is unarguable, it is not clear that 
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it is the best way to represent arbitrary units of knowledge. It seems more likely 

that humans represent knowledge in a way which makes obJects, as well as relation

ships and fules, into representational foci. In PROLOG an object is constructed, from 

the relationships in which in takes part and related rules, in an analogue of short 

term memory, at the time the object is needed. It would also be convenient to have 

explicit facilities for handling records, trees, directed acyclic graphs and strongly

typed data, as well as relations, predicates, rules and logical operators. 

We shall use a frame-like notation, represented as a nested list, as well as fules, 

to provide a representation of some forms of linguistic knowledge, for purposes of 

illustration. 

3.2. Semantic Knowledge About Nouns. 

This section inspects semantic linguistic knowledge from a special angle, namely 

wbat can be said about nouns and the concepts or objects they represent, and how 

this might be related to rnodularization of linguistic knowledge. In order to ilIus

trat.e this knowledge we need to develop at least a working representation for the 

kinds of knowledge we find are useful for nouns. As foreshadowed above, we shall 

base this representation on frames, lists, and situation-action rules, with relational 

assertions and logical operators inserted where appropriate. Words preceded by a $ 

sign are words intended to have special significance to the knowledge representation 

system. 

In this section, nominally about nouns, we will not always confine ourselves to 

nouns in cases where something more general can be said. 

3.2.1. Definitions. 

Not all nouns will have definitions: some will have to be regarded by the sys

tem as primitive. This does not mean that nothing can be said about such words, 

only that they are not further analyzed into structural or other components. In 
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\\'inog,Tad's Blocks World, for example (Winograd, 1972), it would be pointless to 

analyze the word block into fibers of wood or grains of plastic or whatever. The 

purpOSl'S of the system are served by regarding block as a primitive object. One 

would, of course, still want to specify that a block has attributes such as color, 

shape, size and so on. A definition may be complex and irrelevant. 

Efficiency, utility, and consistency argue against the definitions being them

selves expressed in natural language. The system must have a representation for 

the meanings of the utterances it is processing, and it seems sensible to use the same 

represent.ation, within reason, for units of meaning built in to the system, as most 

word definitions must be. 

Substructure and Subprocess Definitions 

The precise nature of the definition will depend on the word: some words, such 

as kill (as a verb), can be defined fairly simply by some equivalent of end life of, 

while other words, such as 8trangle, can be better defined by giving the substructure 

or subprocesses of the concept, or perhaps some other attribute such as the purpose. 

Thus, for example, table could be defined as a kind of furniture consisting, typically, 

of a planar top surface, a support, and being used to support objects at a convenient 

height. This brings us to the question of defaults and exceptions: it would be con

venient to store with the structural description, say, a common value for the sup

port, namely four legs or a pillar. Sinre not all tables are like this, however, it is 

important to record that this 'four legs or a pillar' is merely a default, or common 

type of support. Thus the frame-like nature of these definitions begins to emerge. 

In a frame-like notation, the definition of table might thus appear as 
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«$kind-of-concept Object) 

($parts «top ($must-be planar)) (support ($must-he legs)))) 

($aka furniture) 

($purpose (to support something))) 

Multiple Definitions for On~ Word 

A glance at the definition of table in a dictionary reminds us that structure and 

purpose do not tell all about the word table. One dictionary lists 25 definitions 

under table, plus several uses in phrases like table tennis and table napkin, whose 

meanings could not be readily deduced from those of the constituent words. 

What is missing? What sort of problems do the multiple definitions pose? 

Some of the 25 dictionary definitions referred to above relate to specialized uses of 

table in technical domains such as architecture and printing. Others relate to spe

cialized senses of table in everyday use, such as 'a group of people seated together in 

a restaurant'. Other meanings may relate to metaphorical uses of lable. As it is 

too much to expect a natural language understanding system to regularly unravel 

figurative language from scratch, the additional meaning must be available to the 

system if their occurrence in the input text is at all likely. 

How do we choose between different definitions of a single word or phrasc'{ 

One solution is to build an expert system around each word, in order to deduce, 

from the context, which definition should apply (as in Small (1981).) However, 

there is no guarantee, with this method, that the expert systems for a group of suc

cessive words will produce a coherent sequence of definitions. II the sequence of 

decisions is coherent, then it is possible that similar decisions have been taken 

repeatedly for successive words. Another way of handling this ambiguity problem 

is to divide the universe of discourse into a number of simpler, more limited 
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universes of discourse, in each of which each word would have zero, one, or at worst 

a small number of possible meanings. This method can be contrasted with the one

experl-system-per-word method by observing that, in effect, the modular domain 

decomposition idea supports one (larger) expert system per group of related words. 

Dictionary versus Thesaurus 

Tn fact, the conventional concept of dictionary may have been an unfortunate 

one for natural lang;uage understanding. The normal alphabetical organization 

which dictionaries possess is suited for humans to learn the meaning of a word, since 

the human information processor has available an enormous and high-speed associa

tive memory containing myriads of idiomatic expressions and contextual informa

tion. This information relates both to the text of the dictionary entry, and to the 

situation where the word being looked up has been encountered. 

Thus, the word store of an natural language understanding system shauhl 

probably resemble the associative network used by a human as the internal 

representation of linguistic knowledge, not the list of definitions suggested by the 

teim 'dictionary'. Thus information about the different senses of a word such as 

pori, would, as shown below, be found in quite different places. At any given time 

durin.g the understanding process, a relatively small selection of modules would be 

active, or available, and this would determine which sense of a word such as port is 

assumed. 
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($rnodule fluid 

port «$ako wine) ($attributes alcoholic )) 

($module transport 

port «$aka direction) 

port «$ako harbor terminal opening) 

($module luggage 

port «$ake sui tease) 

($module computer-hardware 

port. «$aka connection) 

3.2.2. Activities. 

Another group of knowledge relat~ to the activities a noun (or other part of 

speech) can participate in, and in what role it participat.es in such activities. Thus 

this class of knowledge helps specify the words with which the word we are consid

ering frequently and characteristically appears. This activity knowledge can fre-

quently be expressed as a sequence of situation-action rules such as the following 

examples, for meat: 

meat «IF frozen .. $may-do thaW) 

(IF raw ... $may-do freeze cook) 

(IF cooked -+ $may-do serve) 

(IF served -+ $may-do eat)) 
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3.2.3. Attributes. 

The knowledge about activities, described above, principally relates to the 

intera('tions of nouns and verbs. Some interactions of nouns and adjectives are 

described by the attributes a noun can have, and the possible/impossible values of 

those attributes, where sensible information on this is available. Pursuing our exam~ 

pIe of the word meat: 

meat «color red white brown green) 

(weight $unknown) 

(varieties lamb mutton beef veal pork fish chicken » 

Other noun/adjective interactions relate to inferences, and can be expressed using 

rules once again: 

meat «IF green ..... $must-be rotten) 

(IF brown ..... $must-be cooked) 

(IF hot -+ $must-be cooked) 

(IF chicken ..... $must-be white) 

(IF warm ..... $must-be $one-o£ cooked recent.ly-killed badly-stored): 

3.2.4. Roots, and Relation to Roots. 

Another kind of knowledge relates to a root form which exists for some words. 

For many problems of inference, this information is enough to enable a solution to 

be found. For example, the information about the words freeze, frozen, and 

freezer, shown below, 

freezer ($root freeze performs) 

($similar-to refrigerator) 

would allow one to plausibly infer from the brief dialogue 
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'I can't find it in the refrigerator.' 

'I froze it when we bought it.' 

that the object referred to is 'in the freezer', provided a freezer is known to be 

present, and syntactic information about the relationship between froze and freeze is 

available. 

3.3. Semantic Knowledge About Verbs. 

3.3.1. Definitions of Verbs. 

Much of what was said above about definitions applies to verbs: only the slots 

and slot-values in the frames need to change. Taking the verb eat as an example: 

eat «$klnd-of-concept action) 

($sUbprocesses 

«move [object] to mouth of [actor]) 

(swallow [obj ect]») 

($purpose (nourish [actor]» 

($object ($default food) 

($typical bread cheese meat butter vegetables fruit» 

($actor $unknown» 

In practice, subprocesses might well be pointers to other frames. 

3.3.2. Other Knowledge for Verbs. 

Other types of knowledge for verbs, as for nouns, may describe words which 

commonly occur with the verb in question. For example, for the verb eat, one 

might list typical instruments, sources, locations, (all nouns), and manners (adverbs). 
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eat «$instrument knife fork spoon) 

($source plate bowl packet) 

($location table restaurant refectory kitchen pantry) 

($manner greedily hungrily daintily slowly» 

In a. natural language system, as with any definitional system, there have to be 

primitive terms, which are not further defined. Many systems have words which are 

tr(>ated as ('ommands, (to answer a question, insert information into a data. base, 

dc.) These words may be primitive in the sense of not being defined in terms of 

other words, while being non-primitive in the sense of that they are specified by exe

cutable code within the system. In this paper we are interested in the first sense of 

primitivity. 

Common verbs may not be as amenable to domain modularization as common 

nouns. l.'luch depends on the choice of modules. An example of the problem is the 

verb sustain: in 

man sustains injury 

sustain may be paraphrased as SUffer, whereas, in 

food sustains life 

sustain may be paraphrased as support support and suffer are, of course, quite 

different. With an unlucky choice of module, it might well appear that both these 

sentences referred to health, so that module could not be used (by itself) to choose 

the correct definition. With a lucky choice of module, however, the first phrase 

might well come down in .the tissue damage module, and the second in food 

module, and in that case there would be no problem. Clearly much depends on the 

details of the break-up of knowledge into modules. 
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3.4. Semantic Knowledge About Adjectives. 

In part, the treatment of adjectives as subjects of knowledge is dual to their 

earlier mentions as modifiers of nOUDS. Thus, of green we would say that it is one 

possible value of the attribute $color, which may be predicated only of physical 

objects. It is probably unnecessary to record for the adjective green the nouns 

which are likely to be green, as this kind oC information can more economically be 

recorded in association with the nOUDS. 

4. Context Tracking 

For a considerable time, systems with enough knowledge to understand a range 

of utterances relating to some limited domain of discourse have been possible (Wino

grad (1972), for example). Most natural language understanding systems have, 

indeed, confined themselves to a limited domains, either as a restriction on complex

ity and the size of the linguistic knowledge base, or because an explosion of process-

ing time or problems of ambiguity forced a limited domain approach. 

By limiting the scope of a domain of discourse at anyone time to a sufficiently 

small area, (a group of knowledge modules,) it should be possible to achieve an 

natural language understanding system w"hich is relatively efficient, arid yet as gen- . 

eral as necessary. We shall refer to the module(s) of interest at a particular time as 

the doma£n focus at that time. The knowledge modules of domain focus constitute 

both the context in which understanding is attempted, and the domain in which the 

system is currently expert. Hence the words context and domain or domain focus 

may be used almost interchangeably in what follows. Names of modules will be in 

bold face, as in personal relationships and car maintenance. 

Understanding a large range of utterances may well depend on understanding a 

number of smaller domains, and on having an effective system for switching domain 

focus. For good context switching, it would be necessary firstly to detect when the 

latest utterance lies outside the scope of the current domain, and secondly to be able 
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10 decide on, and access the knowledge of, an appropriate new knowledge module. 

4.1. How To Switch Domain Focus 

How do we decide what the current domain focus is? That is, on what basis 

do we calculate the names of the module{s) which will form the domain focus set 

which will be used to determine the meaning of a word or group of words? 

There are several possibilities. We can somehow arrive at an initial domain 

fOClIS, and thereafter only change domain focus when it proves to be impossible to 

understand something in the current domain. Alternatively, we can assume that 

choite of domain focus should be associated, at least in part with the incoming sen

tence, or perhaps clause, and calculate the module information for each sentence as 

part of processing it. We can note that sometimes sequences of utterances have a 

hierarchical structure, going Crom the general to the particular and back again, and 

so decide to stack old modules and attempt to understand by 'looking down' into 

the stack oC domain Cocus sets when an understanding Cault occurs. 

To hope that a single module will always be an adequate focus Cor a whole sen~ 

tence is unrealistic. On the transitions Cram one module to another, we can expect 

to find a section of the utterance where both modules are relevant. And indeed, 

many utterances may relate to interactions between two or more modules, as in 

Lovingly, Steve repaired his girlfriend's car. 

Here, personal relationships and car maintenance are interlaced, and both vie 

for the role of domain focus. One way to handle this is to allow several knowledge 

modules to be available at once (and this will surely be necessary in practice, in 

cases where the compartmentalization of knowledge chosen by the system designer 

does not agree well with a particular sentence). Another method is to use different 

focus sets for different components of the sentence: this will be discussed later. 
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Maintaining a hierarchical domain focus, as suggested above, leads to the ques

tion of when to discard modules from the focus set. Again, we can look at the 

human natural language understanding system for guidance. Humans are not good 

at thinking about several things (for example, modules) at once, except in cases 

where they have been trained to do so (and thus presumably have integrated the 

multiple modules in some fashion). There is certainly some memory of recently 

mentioned modules, on the other hand. 

Forgetfulness 

Plausibly, a data structure of limited size is maintained, and new modules are 

discarded on a least recently used basis when necessary, and perhaps also after a 

certain length of time has- passed without use of a particular module (whether or not 

there is a need to discard it to make room for new modules.) Human domain focus 

evidently works this way, and there are informal protocols for returning to earlier 

topics in a conversation. One might then ask where the old domain focus sets are 

re-captured from in such cases. However, the relevant information would still be 

available within the stored semantic representation of the earlier part of the conver~ 

sation, which we assume is stored semi-permanently, unlike the domain focus struc~ 

ture, which is just a form of scratch-pad for developing the semantic representation. 

The difficulty humans have in thinking about several unrelated things at once 

would arise from a need to switch back an forth between diverse domain focus sets. 

Whether this structure is accessed on a hierarchical basis or as a single set is not 

clear from experimental or introspective evidence (see for example Collins and Quil

lian, 1972). A hierarchy seems likely to be organized as two or three levels (recent, 

older, and almost forgotten, say), rather than as a strict stack-of-bounded-size. 

There is, after all, little reason to think that the previous sentence is more (or less) 

relevant to understanding the current sentence than is the last sentence but one: 

frequently utterances build meaning from diverse sources, each of which may, in 

effect, contribute its own sentences to the utterance. 
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Domain Focus Calculations 

To extract domain focus information from the incoming stream of words, a 

good scheme may be to calculate the set of 'most popular' modules. A method for 

doing this would be to have the words vote for the modules they are related to, and 

induding in the context set for the sentence all those modules obtaining more votes 

than some cutoff. This cutoff would need to vary with the length of the sentence, 

and other factors may help decide whether to include certain modules, such as 

whether previously ment.ioned modules are still accessible, and whether words in the 

sentence will be undefined unless a module referring to them is introduced. Indeed, 

'word sense ambiguity might be introduced by adding new modules to the domain 

focus, and. this might be a good reason for deciding against doing so in a particulnr 

case. 

4.2. A Simple Context Algorithm. 

In order to demonstrate some of the ideas on context just explained, we shall 

apply the basic voting algorithm to an example text. This will also demonstrate 

some flaws in this over-simple method, which we shall then try to correct. The con

text set for the example consists of names like indoor, food and people. 

A major feature of the design of the context algorithm is the data structure on 

which it operates. This consists of labels on each word in the global vocabulary, 

which list those modules to which the v. ord belongs. In the case of words like the, 

one, thing, and of, which would normally give little information about context, the 

label is an empty list. (Other words like well are awkwardj well could be the 

adverbial form of good (and so contribute little), or the noun which one hopes is full 

of water (or oil), and so quite useful for determining context. Syntax is important 

for domain focus calculations.) The role of the algorithm, then, is simply to inspect 

these labels, and then, at the end of each sentence, pool the votes for the module 

names, and announce the modules with the most votes. 
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So each yocabul:uy item in the text shown below must be assigned a module 

set. Thus nursery suggest indoor and infancy module, and buttered, scones, and 

milk all suggest food module. Common words like in, the, and and are assigned a 

null module set, as mentioned above. 

Text for Analysis 

After learning their lessons in the nursery, Steven and Jennifer went into the 

kitchen. They asked the cook for some buttered SCODE'S and milk. 'You will 

have to ask your mother about that,' the cook replied. 'I cannot be spoiling 

your appetites with snacks so close to meal times.' 

The analysis corresponding to the text above would have been as follows: 

Sentence: after learning their lessons in the nursery steven and jennifer went into the kitchen 

Counts: food 1; moving 1; time 1; indoor 3; infancy 1; people 3; education 2 

Likely modules: people; indoor 

Sentenc:.e: they asked the cook for some buttered scones and milk 

Counts: fluid 1; food 4; talk 1; people 2 

Likely modules: food 

Sentence: you will have to ask your mother about that the cook replied 

Counts: food 1; people 4; talk 4 

Likely modules: talk; people 

Se1ltence: i cannot be spoiling your appetites with snacks so close to meal times 

Counts: time 1; food 3; talk 2; people 2 

Likely modules: food 
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4.3. Enhancing the Domain-Focus-Tracking Algorithm . 

.-\ word in several modules contributes to the probability of each of these 

modules. This seems undemocratic - an ambiguous word gets more voting power. 

This raises the question: do some words have more semantic content than others? It 

seems likely that for context purposes, a word like black is less important than a 

word like dog which in turn is less important than the name of a particular (known) 

entity (such as Lassie). Module votes should be weighted to take this into account. 

Neither people nOf talk is a particularly good module to understand the third 

sentence in, although neither is terribly bad. The sentence is really about authority 

in adult-child relationships, and the module classification used was not sophisticated 

enough to notice this. This leads to another point: talk occurs frequently in the 

module counts, and in fact the point of the sentences in question is not usually the 

talk, but what is said and who says it. The role of the talk module expert, then, 

will be an ancillary one: it is there to connect the speakers and some attributes of 

their speech (such as reply, shout, pleadJ to the things they say. 

That is one view of talk:. Another view, and perhaps one of equally wide 

application to modules with similar properties, is that the sentences are not really 

about talk in any important way, and that the conte.xt-finder should recognize this. 

The problem seems to arise because in sentences which report speech have a lot of 

words which reflect this fact. All first and second person pronouns do this, for 

e.xample. So perhaps words in 'noi~y modules' to module should have lower 

weighting on their vote for that particular module, in order to prevent those 

modules from dominating the context finder's results. 

So far, we have treated domain focus as a constraint on meaning at the sen

tence level. Another way to enhance the algorithm is to make it more local in its 

effect. In The armor-dad hero struck the evil goblin with his gleaming sword, each 

of the three noun groups falls naturally into a separate module (say warrior, mon

ster, and weapon respectively), and the context might as well be fine-grained 
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enough to ta,ke t.his into account. One could have distinct domain focus sets for 

agents, objects, instruments and other cases. As there is no need to ahandon 

sentence-wide context completely, in fOovor of local noun group [ocus, the various 

n011n group context focus sets should be seen as preferred context .sets; one would 

fall back to the wider-scoped focus sets when no meaning could be obtained from 

the local focus sets. 

Word-Sense Ambiguity 

Charnia.k (1983) cites the sentence 

The astronomer married a star 

as an example of a sentence likely to give problems to humans. The problems with 

the sentence are obvious, but we shall list them for case of reference: 

* 

• 

astronomer activates astronomy module."' On the least effort principle, since 

it is possihle to interpret star in this domain, 6iar is likely to be interpreted as 

3. celestial object, not an entert.ainer . 

Very strong expectations :lSSociated with marn) request that its object be 

human. Entertainers are frequently human, celestial objects are not. Com':' 

pare Wilks' theory of Preference Semantics (see his !D78 paper, (or example). 

Later during semantic analysis, the problem with marrying a celestial object 

becomes evident, and we go back and find a definition of star compatible with mar

ried. 

How can we draw in some oC the Preference Semantics ideas to attack this 

problem without the need to backtrack? The way around this problem is to stipu

late that the verb married contributes a vote {or human in the local ton text set of 

its object, the noun group a star. This is pooled with the votes from star itself, 

• or perh:tps a. module stack with astronomy on t<>p and human undcrnc:tth 
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r('s1tlting in f('solution of the star as the entertainer variety. 

Domain Focus and the Arguments of Charniak and Swinney 

As promised earlier, we shall now square the concept of domain focus with the 

arguments of Charniak (H)83) on the basis of the experimental data of Swinney 

(107g). The gist of the Swinney experiments is as follows. The word bugs is ambi

guous - insects or spying devices. Swinney presented sentences involving 611.98 to 

suhjects, preceded by disambiguating information such as cockroaches and. The 

response time to a word such as ant presented shortly after the 611g8 is thereby 

reduced, compared with the response time with ant by itself. However, and more 

unexpectedly, the response time to a stimulus related to the other sense of bugs, such 

as spy is also reduced. One conclusion that could be drawn from this is that, in 

humans at least, the access pathway to information about both espionage and 

insects is in some way activated by the mention of (unambiguously insectoid) bugs. 

Howeyer, one has to remember that in humans both pathways could be activated in 

parallel. This might be an automatic consequence of the fact that a human context 

t.racking algorithm had referred to espionage and insects in its calculations. In a 

serial machine, this would not be efficient. Espionage and insects would be 

referred to in the domain focus calculations. This would not speed up access to 

inf&rmation in the espionage module in a computer implementation, as the infor

mation in the module is presumably not retrieved from secondary memory if the 

vote comes down in favor of another module (insects in this case). So it boils down 

to differences between the architectures of human brains and computers. 

Effects of Domain on Semantic Actions. 

Our commentary so far has not given any deep consideration to the effects of 

the need to take semantic actions in particular modules on the need to have a par

ticular module C'xpert 'resident' at any given time. As an example of what this 

might mean, consider the following phrase: 
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Kit and Diana went into the garden. 

In this case, the meaning would be different, at least for a human natural lan~age 

undefstander, depending on the ages and health statuses of Kit and Diana. If, for 

example, Diana was known to be a paraplegic, or Kit a baby whose locomotion COD

sist.eu of crawling, then humans would tend to visualize the scene in a way which 

would differ from the case where both were healthy adults. Hence it would prob

ably be necessary to bring in a Kit expert and a Diana expert at the very first refer

ence to these entities. And if there was no Kit or Diana expert in existence at the 

start of a natural language text, then it might be necessary to create them on the fly. 

Continuity Requirement 

If a word is interpreted in module x in some sentence, then it should normally 

be interpreted in module x if it occurs in the next sentence. An exception to this 

would be utterances which discuss meanings of words. 

4.4. Context Tracking in Humans. 

If we assume that humans use a method similar to context tracking in their 

natural language understanding, then it seems likely that different human beings 

interacting with a computer system for natural language understanding would have 

different compartmentalizations of the subject matter being discussed, and different 

degrees of compartmentalization. This would very likely cause problems for man

machine interaction in case of a serious mismatch, as either the human, or more 

likely, the machine, may 'thrash' in attempts to maintain the correct conte.xt. The 

problem would be likely to occur whether the understander uses a context finder or 

not, and indeed it might be easier to compensate for such problems in a context

based system. 

It seems plausible to suggest that this problem also occurs in human-human 

interactions already, though to a lesser degree because of the sophistication of the 
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human natural iallgunge understanding; system. 

Humans t:3lking have an advantage over m:lchincs reading typed utterances in 

deciding context. This is because oralutteranccs may encode information about 

rhanges in cont{>xt in the form of inflection, pause, stress, volume, pitch, or, in suit

able> situations, facial expression and gesture. No human is ever likely to be any 

doubt that a change of context is appropriate when someone first scream') 'Fire!' 

Some of this information is encoded iu large bodies of text in the form of para

gr:lphing and sentence break-up, and, in some cases, in exclamations such as 'Fire!!' 

he screamed hoarsely und would thus be available for machine understanding. 

4.5. Summary of Context Tracking Algorithm 

We summarize the components of a context tracking algorithm in Tables 1, 2, 

and 3. Some items of knowledge are expressed in more than one way; for example 

:J.5 sperial-case caveats in the use of variolls sources or structures, a.nd also as general 

['.lie"::'. Table 1 describes the underlying structures used for context tracking, and the 

basic yoting and weighted voting methods. Table 2 lists heuristics to try when the 

basic method proves inadequate (or as refinements to the basic method). Table 3 

contains an initialization rule, and rules for manipulating the heuristics of Table 2. 

II TABLES 1, 2 AND 3 ABOUT HERE II 

5. Conclusions 

Context tracking, by maintaining an idea of which modules of knowledge are 

currently relevant, is an approach to reducing the problems of word-sense ambi

guity, to managing and organizing the vast amounts of semantic linguistic 

knO'ovJedge needed for natuml langua.ge understanding !>-ystems, and for regultlting 

3e('(>-ss to that knowledge by the system. 
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It also offers the prospect that compatibly designed single domain systems might 

be incorporated with relative ease in systems whose areas of expertise are potentially 

much larger than a single domain of discourse. 
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Table 1: Stru.c/llrell U$Cd in Context Trarkillg Algorithm 
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TaMe 2: Knowledge Used in Con'exl Tracking Algorithm 

Knowledge Method of Use and Comments 
Future In case of understanding failure, context from 
contexts following sentences or phrases may he incorporated in 

the context set for the current phrase, unless other 
knowledge shows that the two phrases are not related. 

Forgetfulness Unused modules tend to drift out of the context sets. 
Modules are not ··unused·· if they arc tacitly referred 
to by using knowledge in closely related modules. 

Preference In phrase by phrase context tracking, tbe verb's 
5('mantics prt'ferences for restricW types of item to fill 

some of its semantic cases should influence the 
context set voting for those cascs. 

Syntactic Determining the syntactic role of a word may 
clues help w decide its module vote. 
Continuity Words or noun groups already identified should 
rcquirement keep that identity even if the current context set 

would suggest otherwise, unless understanding failure 
occurs. This does not apply in utterances discussing 
the meanings of words 

Cues for For example, some phrases like ··Let's talk 
sudden about ... .. may signal a change in context. Speech 
change of understanding .systems can have extra cues from 
context tone, inHection etc. 
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Tabf~ 9: R!JI~8 Used in Con/ext Tracking Algorithm 

Rules Method oj Usc and Commellts 
Initial Obtain initial <:ontext by analysis or title or passage 
context or first sentence or two. Sometimes passages start 
rule with a minor theme berore flowing on to major theme(s). 
Don't-try U understanding is possible with the current domain 
-too-hard rocus, then do not change that domain rocus. 
rule 
Try-another U understanding does not follow from the usc of one 
rule or the above knowledge sour<:es, then try another 

Backtrack If understanding does not follow alter all beuristks 
rule above bave been tried, then b3cktrack, ignoring the 

dOD't-try-too-hard rule 


